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DAYPACKS

4
ED’S
CHOICE

This buckle is also
an emergency
whistle – nifty.

1
There’s an 18 ℓ
version without
these side pouches.

Store your phone
and wallet in
these clever
little pouches.

These tough packs are designed for day walks but will
work equally well on a multi-day slackpacking trail, where
your heavy stuff is transported from hut to hut.

OLD MEETS… OLD

There’s not much new to say about
the Fellman. The design hasn’t
changed since your grandfather’s
day. Why? Because it works.
At less than R300, this is a sturdy,
no-nonsense bag. You don’t need
to worry about where to put your
jersey because there’s only one com
partment big enough for it! The side
pouches are a bit impractical as they
don’t fit a decent-sized bottle, but
they do give the bag retro swagger.
Perfect for a short hike.
R240 sportsmanswarehouse.co.za

TERRA FIRMA CATHKIN 30
2

DON’T GET CAUGHT SHORT

This pack has lots of fancy gadgets,
but it seems to be designed for
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LIFE EASIER

HIKING DAYPACKS

1

3

TO MAKE YOUR

Just as useful on a hike to a waterfall in the
Magaliesberg as on a Kulula flight to Cape
Town, a good daypack is one of the most
versatile things you can own. These bags
won’t let you down.

KARRIMOR FELLMAN 20 ℓ

FIRST ASCENT APOLLO 25

shorter people. If you’re taller
than six foot you might find
it uncomfortable.
Still, there is quite a bit to
commend it: The built-in rain
cover is a nice touch, the pack
can accommodate a hydration
bladder and the waist belt is sturdy,
although it was more like a navel
belt for me.
The external stash facility is
good for a jacket or a sleeping mat,
but the buckles get in the way of
the main-compartment zip. There’s
a bottom compartment, however,
which offers easier access.
Because of its dimensions,
this bag is a great, all-round
daypack for kids, or adults of
Hobbit proportions.
R550 trappers.co.za

OLD MEETS NEW

This is a really good bag. It’s
essentially a traditional daypack
with a roomy main compartment
and a few small pouches, but lots
of thought has gone into which
modern gimmicks to include.
A hip belt on a daypack can be
annoying – no problem, you can
remove it if you want to.
The bag can accommodate a
water bladder and there are loops
to stash your hiking poles when
you’re not using them.
The “Direct Air Flow System” is
designed to keep your back cool
and it works well enough, although
it can’t compete with the Vaude’s
cooling system.
R600 firstascent.co.za

VAUDE WIZARD AIR 24+4

Just pull this
zip to open
up 4 ℓ of
extra space.

4

FEEL THE MAGIC

German company Vaude is well
known for making durable and
innovative backpacks.
The Wizard has it all: adjustable
shoulder straps to fit any torso
size; a mesh back panel to prevent
sweating, which can be moved in
and out to adjust the airflow; the
option of an additional 4 ℓ of space
in the main compartment; water
bladder compatibility and even

Only the mesh
panel touches
your back.

2
5

a rain cover. But it’s not all style and
no substance. It’s built like Bakkies
Botha and is tastefully designed so
you can use it to take your lunch to
work when you’re not free-climbing
the Spitzkoppe.
R900 from Drifters and Vertigo Gear;
vaude.co.za

DEUTER FUTURA 30 SL

THE LEADER OF THE PACKS

5

This pack applies the logic usually
reserved for bigger hiking packs to
a daypack. It features a steel frame
which, coupled with a proper waist
belt, not only targets the weight to
your hips and shoulders but also
allows for air to flow between your
skin and the bag.
The frame means that it’s
quite long for a 30 ℓ pack, but the
benefits outweigh this solitary
disadvantage. It’s got bells and
whistles, too: top and bottom
compartments, a pouch in the lid,
hydration compatibility, hiking-pole
loops and a built-in rain cover.
The pack pictured is from the SL
series, which is specifically designed
for women.The back length is shorter
and the shoulder and waist straps are
shaped differently. Big guys should
ask for the standard Futura.
R900 capeunionmart.co.za
(select stores only)

DRINK UP!

1

If there’s space in your daypack for a water reservoir, or “bladder”,
it’s worth buying one. Carrying a bladder is more space-efficient
and comfortable than carrying a cumbersome plastic bottle.

e3 2 ℓ RESERVOIR
1

GOOD VALUE

This is a good option if you
want a bladder in your pack,
but you don’t want to spend
too much. It’s BPA free and it
does pretty much the same
thing as bladders made by the
big-name brands.
R200 rammountain.co.za

NALGENE CXC 2 ℓ
RESERVOIR
2

CAN’T GO WRONG

Nalgene makes good bottles
and good bladders, too. This
one is BPA free and the handle
that runs the length of it
makes sure it stays upright
in your pack.
R275 capeunionmart.co.za

2

TIP: To extend the life of your bladder, only use it to hold water and make sure you dry it well after use.

gomag.co.za
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GEAR

HYDRATION PACKS

URBAN DAYPACKS

10

These performance packs are for people who run
across mountains, cycle from province to province and
circumnavigate island nations in kayaks…

If you’re going to gym or cycling to work, you’ll need a bag
to put your things in. These city-oriented packs also don’t
mind going on the occasional adventure.

6

7

MXD HYDRATION BAG
6 YOU GET WHAT YOU
PAY FOR

The seams on this inexpensive
hydration pack started to give way
before I had even left the shop and
there’s no mention of the bladder
being BPA free… On the plus side,
it was pretty easy to drink from,
although the water was seasoned
with a dash of plastic.
We’re not saying that you
shouldn’t buy this pack, but if you
do, you should know its limitations.
It’s perfect for a once-off kayaking
trip in Mozambique, but if you
want to use it again and again,
rather fork out the cash for a
more durable pack.
R200 mrpricesport.com

K-WAY ATTACK 18
7

BEST OF BOTH WORLDS

Holding a substantial 18 ℓ, the
Attack isn’t a straight performance
pack, but its shape and the fact
that the hydration compartment
is separate from the rest of the
bag mean it’s also not a straight
hiking pack.
It doesn’t come with a bladder,
but it does have a rain cover
and a sizeable external stash
compartment. Coupled with a
cheapish hydration system (like
the e3) this is an affordable option
for the enthusiast mountain biker
or trail runner.
R600 capeunionmart.co.za

CAMELBAK LOBO
8

NOT FOR DRIPS

Camelbak was founded by a guy
who, in an effort to stay hydrated
in the Texan desert, shoved an IV
bag into a sock and stuffed it down
the back of his cycling vest. This
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K-WAY QUEST 22
10

invention signalled the birth
of a whole new industry.
It’s fitting, then, that
Camelbak is still the market
leader. The Lobo has a 3 ℓ
reservoir and a few small
pouches for your phone,
wallet, keys and puncturerepair kit.
It’s all about delivering
liquid, and in that sense it
excels: The Antidote reservoir
can be filled without taking
the pack apart, and once it’s
full it’s an absolute pleasure
to drink from. It’s easy to
clean and dry and it has
a lifetime guarantee.
About R1 000 capecycles.co.za

Pull this Velcro
strap to remove
the hip belt.
Just open this
flap to refill
the bladder.

OSPREY RAPTOR 10
9

8

SPREAD YOUR WINGS

Osprey makes beautiful bags
and the Raptor is no exception.
Featuring a built-in 3 ℓ reservoir,
plus 7 ℓ of packing space, you
could carry your water plus lunch
and a raincoat.
The bladder – made by
Nalgene specifically for Osprey
– fits well and is easy to drink
from, but you have to remove it
from the bag to refill it.
The rest of the bag is a work
of art: The clips spring open
like pouncing leopards and
the zips slide closed with the
grace of a cheetah at full throttle;
the elasticated outer pocket is
handy and the “Airscape” back
panel will keep you cool on
a sweltering day.
It comes in two torso lengths,
so make sure you get the right fit.
There’s a lifetime guarantee, but
it’s unlikely you’ll need it.
R1 250 adventureinc.co.za

If you need a bag that will
work for your daily trek to
the office and also for the
odd short hike, this is the one.
It has three compartments:
two smaller ones for your
notebook, cellphone and
purse; and a bigger pocket
that will hold a litre of juice,
a large tub of yoghurt and
bread if you need to swing
past the Spar on the way home.
Although not designed as such,
you can also fit a laptop in here.
Come the weekend, it’s
out with the groceries and
in with the swimming
trunks, beach towel
and Tropitone!
R275 capeunion
mart.co.za

11

A replacement
bladder costs
only R99!

Lock your cycling
helmet to your
bag with the
“Lidlock” buckle.

DOUBLE AGENT

You’ll never
lose your keys
again.
Heavy-duty
zips with
Schwarzenegger
nylon tags.

Do you obsessively
re-organise your
camping cupboard?
You’ll love this pack.

With this pack
you’ll never
need a PA.

NORTHRIDGE
QUADRANT 27
11

12
ED’S
CHOICE

ED’S
CHOICE

13
9

gomag.co.za

SIMPLE BUT SOLID

The no-frills Quadrant
is like a daypack of
old. The spacious main
compartment, book-sized
middle compartment, gauze
outer compartment and
bungee cord for your wet
towel make it the right bag for
the beach or the gym. With its
dual water-bottle pouches, it will
also work for a short hike. But be
careful: The weight distribution
isn’t very advanced and it will get
uncomfortable if you pack it wrong.
It’s made to last, with YKK zips,
600D ripstop fabric and chunky
buckles – and it has a lifetime
guarantee if something happens to
go wonky. It’s inexpensive too, and
made in Cape Town.
R330 from leading sports and
outdoor stores; north-ridge.co.za

IVAR REVEL
12

NEAT PETE

From the outside this bag looks
pretty standard, but open it up
and you’ll see some funkiness
at work: A number of padded
compartments that will prevent
your stuff from conglomerating in
a mess at the bottom of the bag.
Not only will this appeal to neatfreaks, it also distributes the
weight more evenly than a
conventional pack.
There’s an outer pouch big
enough to fit a bulky jacket, and
a padded laptop pouch in the
centre of the pack, so even if you
come off your bike you might
not lose your Sodwana snaps.
(Be sure to put something soft
in the compartment behind the
laptop pouch: Anything hard
will poke into your back.)
R800 capeunionmart.co.za
(select stores only)

COLUMBIA CIRCUIT
BREAKER II
13

TOUGH BUT SMART

If Indiana Jones ever became
a techie, this pack would be on
his back. It’s made of breathable,
water-resistant material; it has
cushioning in all the right places;
a ventilated back panel; a removable
hip belt and more than enough
space for a camera and a pair
of binoculars.
It’s an adventure pack that
enjoys city life – there’s a padded
laptop sleeve at the back and
the front compartment zips
open like a locker with pockets
of various sizes for your wallet,
iPad, notebooks, camera
batteries, ancient artefacts… The
compression straps allow you to
reduce the pack’s volume.
R900 columbiasportswear.co.za
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MY STUFF

WISH LIST

Carry your bed
in your pocket
Gone are the days of clipping a foam sleeping pad
to the outside of your hiking pack and having to
check every time you bump a bush to make sure
it hasn’t fallen off. The Klymit Inertia X Frame is so
light and compact, you could fit it into the waterbottle pouch of your daypack!
What is it? Weighing 258 g, slightly
more than a brick of butter, it’s the
smallest air mattress in the world. It only
gives support where you need it most:
your head, shoulders, bum and knees.

Why would you want it? Because
it will free up space in your pack and
maybe even allow you to take a smaller
pack. Another great thing is that it can
be used inside your sleeping bag, which
not only keeps you warmer but also
means you won’t roll off your mat in
the middle of the night.
It’s so easy to use. It inflates with five
lungfuls and about 30 squeezes of the
tiny hand pump; to deflate, simply fold
it in half and roll it from the bottom up,
as you would with a tube of toothpaste.

The verdict: Obviously this isn’t for
the casual camper or caravanner, but if
hiking’s your thing then this mattress is
a must. Despite its size it’s surprisingly
comfortable, and it’s relatively well
priced considering all the research that
has obviously gone into it.
R900 capeunionmart.co.za

Lifelong rock climber Andy Wood is
a former chairman of the Mountain
Club of South Africa and is now coconvenor of the MCSA’s Cape Town
Search and Rescue Team. He spends
a lot of his free time carrying people
with sprained ankles down Platteklip
Gorge. Although he has conquered
El Capitan in Yosemite a few times,
he considers a six-hour pre-dawn staring contest with a Cape
leopard the highlight of his career in the mountains.
I never travel without…
My Capestorm Helium jacket
squashes up into a tiny bundle with
a tag, which I clip onto my harness.
Made from breathable, windproof
fabric, it’s great for climbing
because, in South Africa, it’s not the
temperature that makes you cold; it’s
the wind. Mine is 10 years old, but I’ve
bought a few back-ups in case the
specific model gets discontinued.
I’ve also seen a few sprained
ankles in my time so I always keep
a neoprene Elastoplast ankle
brace on me. It weighs nothing
and provides amazing support
considering its simple design.

My favourite daypack…
I have three daypacks: a prepacked rescue bag with all the
stuff I need for a rescue, a low-tech
bag with a tea flask for family
strolls and a biggish bag for rock
climbing – a Black Diamond 50
Caliber. What I like most about this
particular bag is its round bottom,
which gives it a cylindrical and
roomy shape. There are no side
pouches or water bottle tethers
as these just get hooked on stuff
while you’re climbing.

Biggest waste of money… I’ve spent a lot of cash on Leatherman
and Gerber multi-tools, which I carry everywhere but never seem to use.
These days, I carry a tiny single-blade knife that does the trick.
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